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How to grow your business 
faster



This reflective musing of George Bernard Shaw set us thinking deeply.
How can one grow his/her business in the face of odds like adverse market 
situation, hostile competition, rising costs and many more?

Decades of experience have taught us a simple truth — the best strategies 
aren’t top-down or bottom-up. They’re outside-in, starting with the 
market and/or the customers’ needs.

Given this context, we were pondering over creating a growth formula for 
B2B organizations. And then suddenly we stumbled upon this GBS quote.

It re-shaped our thinking and helped us build fresh ideas, which later 
coalesced to form our SaleX model.

So, what is Bizwin SaleX? It is a model that can dramatically accelerate a 
company’s growth. Let us explore deeper.

Fundamentals

Before adopting the SaleX model, a company must have its fundamentals 
in order. And these include: Core Values, Leadership, Relevant offerings 
(Value for target customers), Operational efficiency.
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we decide to act and not react



Next comes the Approach

The whole premise starts with the SaleX approach, which is best captured 
below:
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And then comes the actual Growth drivers

SaleX model iden�fies 5 primary areas for driving rapid business growth. 
These are the possibili�es that an organiza�on needs to act on 
aggressively.

Rapid
Growth

Expander

Aggregator

Mul�plierInflec�on

Simplifer
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Details of the Growth drivers

The Triggers and the Ini�a�ves of each of the 5 drivers are furnished below.

An organiza�on must be pro-ac�ve, intelligent and sensi�ve to act on each 
trigger and maximize its effect, before anyone else does.

Drivers Triggers & Ini�a�ves

Inflec�on effect

• New/Advanced Technology
• Statutory / Legal requirement
• Changed Economic reli�es
• Shi� in Market preference
• New / An�cipated Risks

Simplifier effect

• Modularization and simplification of
   offerings and positioning for smaller
   target groups at a lower price.
• Volume and Market penetration 
   increases

Expander effect

• Your latest invention / breakthrough
• Unmet / Dormant market needs
• Unsolved problems and challenges
   in business and society
• Line / Brand extension
• Related /Unrelated Diversification

Aggregator effect

• Acquire competitor’s customers /
   market & geo segment with new or 
   superior offerings 
• Acquire new and competitor’s 
   channel with attractive and flexible 
   options
• Business Acquisition / Forward or 
   Backward Integration

Mul�plier effect
• Incremental improvement in existitng 
   activities resulting in a compounding 
   effect
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How to implement

It is not necessary to attempt all the 5 drivers at the same time. An 
organization must be smart enough to assess its relevant sweet spots and 
adopt 1 or 2 drivers. If an organization possesses the necessary resources, 
it may try multiple drivers as well. If done correctly, that can result in an 
exponential growth.

Key Resources for SaleX implementa�on

An organization needs to scale up a few or all of the following key resources 
to implement SaleX model successfully.

Sales
Resources

Talent
Environ-

ment

Market 
intel

Brand 
equity

Pre-sales 
support

Budget
Equipment

Collateral

Tools & 
Technique

Channel
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Conclusion

SaleX is a practical and proven model for rapid growth of B2B organizations. 
It requires discipline and smart focus to adopt and benefit from this model.

Click here to schedule  Your free 60-minute consultation. Let’s build 
something great together.
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If you want to learn more about the best ways to improve your company's 
sales, one of the best things you can do is talk to someone who has helped 
companies scale up their sales figure for decades. 
Bizwin consultants are ready to guide you to set business targets, oversee 
the execution and hand-hold you to achieve the outcomes.


